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Does it make sense to rewrite your mortgage? Property:

Mortgage Details:

Remaining Amortization 29.00 years

Remaining Term 48 Months

Estimated Penalty $4,143.95

Semi-Monthly

Interest Rate Payment Current Balance End of Term Balance

Current Mortgage 3.45% $1,089.99 $480,457.45 $438,849.09

Balance + Penalty

New Mortgage 2.95% $1,034.53 $484,601.40 $439,523.87

$55.46

$5,324.16 Balance at Maturity Savings -$674.78

Total Estimated Savings $4,649.38

Below are the factors that we analyze to see if it makes sense to break your current mortgage:

1) That the interest rate on the new mortgage option will be lower

2) That you will be saving on your mortgage payment.

3) That the mortgage balance on your new mortgage is similar or lower than your original mortgage at your original maturity date

How is your payment going to change if rates were to increase?

If the rates were to increase when you renew your mortgage

Interest Semi-Monthly

Rate Payment*

1.00% 4.4500% $1,208.36

2.00% 5.4500% $1,332.97

*Note that the amounts indicated are for budget purposes only and are subject to certain fluctuations.  These amounts could differ at Renewal.

** The Amortization used is based on the amortization you started with on your current mortgage minus your last mortgage term
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Savings Per Payment

Total Payment Savings (Over Remaining term)

In the calculations done above, we have assumed that the penalty that you would be paying to break your current mortgage would be rolled into the new 

mortgage. For illustration purposes we are showing you the difference in payments, but you could elect to keep your payment the same. The possible savings 

outlined above are only based on your remaining term, as we do not know what the interest rate will be at maturity

= (Total Payment Savings + Balance at Maturity Savings)

Most economists are expecting a gradual increase in mortgage rates over the next few years.    Look at what impact the increase to the interest rates could do 

to your monthly budget:

Increase

 ***Conclusion: It does make sense to possibly look at rewriting your mortgage at this time ***


